BT Radianz Services

Managed Connectivity
and Hosting for
Financial Services
BT Radianz Cloud
The BT Radianz Cloud is the leading connectivity platform for financial
firms around the world. All technology, operations, and customer
support are tailored to meet the exacting requirements that financial
services customers demand. The BT Radianz Cloud supports many
thousands of financial customer locations around the world, providing
connectivity to over 400 of the world’s leading financial service providers
including brokers, exchanges, market data sources, analytics, clearing
firms, and other financial services providers.

BT Radianz Features
The unique design and capacity management of the BT Radianz Cloud
results in low latency access to market data, trade execution, and trade
cycle applications and services.
Advanced capabilities include BT Radianz Ultra, which provides low
latency connectivity to market data, trade execution and trading partners
in New York, London, Chicago and Paris. BT Radianz Proximity combines
high performance connectivity with fully-managed hosting facilities to
offer the fastest access to execution venues around the world. BT
Radianz Venue Interconnect is a global, low-latency fabric providing
connectivity between the world’s major execution venues. BT Radianz
Messaging ensures secure, reliable, tamper-proof and non-repudiable
post-trade message delivery.
BT Radianz consolidates all of a customer’s external market connectivity
onto a single connection, ensuring fast, secure, reliable access to trading
partners and services across the trade cycle for all asset classes. BT
Radianz connectivity is fully-redundant, diversely routed to the customer
site, and carries a 100% availability service level agreement (SLA).
The BT Radianz team designs and manages all connectivity to ensure that
customers have the capacity and resiliency needed to trade, settle and
communicate with their counterparties. Connectivity is constantly
monitored, so as market volumes grow or customer requirements
change, BT is able to scale each customer’s connectivity quickly and
remotely. This unique, scalable design allows existing customers to
connect to new services and trade counterparties as quickly as possible.
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BT for
Financial Services
We have over 30 years’ experience of
providing network-centric, missioncritical services for data, voice and
hosting for the financial community,
including banks, brokers, exchanges,
investment managers, payment
processors, hedge funds, financial
application providers, CCPs and CSDs.
Our solutions cover the entire the trade
cycle and range of trading strategies.

The BT Radianz model:
Multiple services over
a single connection
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